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ABSTRACT: Royal jelly (RJ) is an important bee product and one of the major income sources for
beekeepers. For a long time, harvesting royal jelly has largely relied on manually grafting larvae by
using grafting needles to remove young (~1 day old) larvae from a colony to a cell cup. Then, frames
of cell cups with the removed brood are placed in productive colonies in a timely manner. Grafting
larvae is the first and most difficult step in the process of harvesting RJ. Moreover, the process is
time-consuming and labor-intensive. It needs not only effort, but is also restricted by the availability
of larvae and the eyesight of the technician. Low efficiency strongly limits the development of royal
jelly production. To improve the hardest step in harvesting RJ, we have invented a new method of
harvesting royal jelly without grafting larvae. Our results show that the method is feasible and
improves the production of royal jelly.
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Royal jelly (RJ) is an ivory-white or flaxen-colored mixed secretion of the

hypopharyngeal and mandibular-gland of nurse honeybees. RJ is a highly nutri-

tious food for queen bees and larvae of all castes of honeybees. 

Royal jelly is also utilized as a preventive or supplementary medicine against

some diseases. However, the output of RJ in many countries is very low, as pro-

cedures for harvesting royal jelly are very complex and include grafting larvae,

cutting down the protruding part of a queen cell, handling brood, etc. (Zeng,

2009). This complexity discourages beekeepers from harvesting royal jelly, and

an improved method for RJ harvesting will solve this problem. 

We have invented a non-grafting technique in beekeeping and have successfully

applied it in rearing queens (Zeng et al., 2011; Pan et al., 2013). Now we can also

use it to harvest RJ without grafting larvae based on the biological characteris-

tics of honey bees. The brief procedure is as follows:

1. A special plastic comb foundation, supporting larva devices and plastic cell
cups with a round opening at each base is manufactured. The special plastic
comb foundation has been reported by Pan (Pan et al., 2013), Figs. 1 and 2
show the front and back of this foundation, respectively. The supporting larva
device with 16 under-parts can be matched in size to the round openings of
the special plastic comb foundation (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The round opening in
each cell cup’s base is the same size as that of each cell base of the plastic
comb foundation. So, supporting larva devices can also be perfectly matched
with round openings of cell cups (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 1 – The front of the special plastic comb foundation (A: The hollow cell base, B: The
solid cell base)

Fig. 2 – The back of the special plastic comb foundation (The hollow cell base on the
back of the comb foundation can be matched with the supporting larva device)

Fig. 4 – The plastic cell cups (A: The front of the plastic cell cups. B: The back of the
plastic cell cups. C: the plastic cell cups with supporting larva devices)

Fig. 3 – The supporting larva device (The supporting larva device with 16 underparts can
be matched in size to round openings of queen-cell cups and the hollow cell bases on the
back of comb foundation, just as in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 C)



2. The supporting larva devices are inserted into the round openings on the back

of the plastic comb foundation (Fig. 2), and then a layer of bee-wax is applied

to the cell bases on the front side of the comb foundation (Fig. 1). Then we

put this comb foundation into a colony, allowing bees to secrete wax to build

the comb, so a queen can lay eggs in cells (Fig. 5).

3. The built-up comb from the aforementioned comb foundation is then put into

a colony. A queen is then allowed to lay eggs in this comb for 3 days. Once

most nests have an egg or larva (Fig. 6), we pull out the supporting larva

devices and remove the eggs. The supporting larva devices without eggs are

inserted into the comb again and a queen allowed to lay eggs in this comb for

1 day. After the eggs on the supporting larva devices develop into larvae, we

pull out the supporting larva devices which now have a larva on each under-

part, and then insert them into the round opening of the plastic cell cups.

Subsequently, the frames of plastic cell cups with larvae are placed within the

productive colony to extract RJ (Fig. 7). At the same time, new supporting

larvae devices are again inserted into the comb and these can continue to pro-

vide harvesting royal jelly every 3 days.
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Fig. 5 – The comb with the special plastic comb foundation
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Fig. 6  – The eggs and larvae on the underparts of the supporting larva device

Fig. 7 – The frame of queen-cells with larvae brooded by nurses

Fig. 8 – The queen-cells accepted by nurses



4. RJ can be extracted 68-72 hours after the frames of plastic cell cups are put

into the productive colonies (Fig. 8). Our results show that most cell cups

with larvae would be accepted by nurse bees, which indicates the success of

this method.
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